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Lambertville 1951
Walking into Lamberetville
Snow in the village
The first flush
Autumn in Lamberville
FIRST VIOLIN
CELLO
Listening

1955
To the inner voice
To the barking dog
To the library
Houses
1960

One is lonesome but happy
One is lonesome but happy
Two are gossiping
Three is a crowd
Four or five are quarreling
Six are with a fool moon
Flowers
Cats and
Spring Chicken
1958
Clown in love
Girl with sun and flowers
My love with flowers
Cat tamer
Wooing the Cat
THE 4 SEASONS
1962
Spring - Noon
SPRING - NIGHT
AUTUMN — NOON
AUTUMN - NIGHT
WINTER - EVENING
WINTER - NIGHT
Lambertville 1951
Walking into lambs' wild